
Eindhoven University of Technology
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science TU/e

Exam Generic Language Theory (2IS15) 5th of April 2011, 14:00-17:00.

This exam consists of 4 questions.
You are allowed to use all distributed material, slides, books, and papers.

You need to give a concise motivation for all the answers.

1. Theory of ASF+SDF

(a) In lexical analysis a number of standard disambiguation rules are available,
for instance prefer keywords and longest match. What do these lexical dis-
ambiguation rules mean and how can they be implemented in SDF?

(b) SDF offers priorities and associativity. How do you express priorities and
associativity in EBNF and in YACC? Please give an example to illustrate this.

(c) Scannerless Generalized LR is used as parsing technology in the SDF toolset.
What is the effect for SDF?

(d) Traversal functions can be simulated using ordinary ASF equations. How can
this be done? Illustrate this by means of an example.

2. ASF+SDF in practice

The following Xtext definition is a part of the SLCO language. It represents state
machines in SLCO.

StateMachine :
name=ID
(variables+=Variable ";")*
(vertices+=Vertex ";")*
(transitions+=Transition ";")*;

Variable :
name=ID ":" type=Type;

enum Type :
Integer="int" | Boolean="bool";

Vertex :
State | Initial | Final;



State :
"<state>"
name=ID
incoming=[Transition]
outgoing=[Transition];

Initial :
"<initial>"
name=ID
outgoing=[Transition];

Final :
"<final>"
name=ID
incoming=[Transition];

Transition :
"<transition>"
name=ID
source=[Vertex]
target=[Vertex]
(guard+=Expression)?
(effect+=Statement)*;

Statement :
variable=[Variable] ":=" expression=NonBinOpExpression;

Expression :
BinaryOperatorExpression | NonBinOpExpression;

BinaryOperatorExpression :
operand1=NonBinOpExpression
operator=Operator
operand2=Expression;

enum Operator :
atLeast=">=" | add="+" | subtract="-" | and="&" |
equals="==" | differs="<>";

NonBinOpExpression :
BooleanConstantExpression |
IntegerConstantExpression |
VariableExpression;
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BooleanConstantExpression :
value=Bool;

enum Bool :
true="true" | false="false";

IntegerConstantExpression :
value=INT;

VariableExpression :
variable=[Variable];

(a) Explain the Xtext contruction (guard+=Expression)?.

(b) What is the effect of the name=[Name]? Why does SDF not offer this facility?
Give an ASF specification that has more or less the same effect.

(c) A naive SDF definition for Expression is

BinOpExpression -> Expression
NonBinOpExpression -> Expression

NonBinOpExpression Operator Expression -> BinOpExpression

>=" | "+" | "-" | "&" | "==" | "<>" -> Operator

BooleanConstantExpression |
IntegerConstantExpression |
VariableExpression -> NonBinOpExpression

Why is this not a proper SDF definition for specifying the binary expressions?
Give a more appropriate definition and add priorities. The operators must
have different priorities in this SDF definition. You can choose any ordering
of operators.

(d) Write an ASF+SDF specification using traversal functions to check that the
state machine contains a Final state.

3. DSL Design

(a) Meta-models more powerful than signatures. Give a very simple meta-model
that can be specified using a context-free grammar and a very simple meta-
model that can not be specified using a context-free grammar.

(b) What language constructs can a DSL support when we add composite types?
Illustrate by means of an example
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(c) If you would design a DSL would you add a static or dynamic type system?
Give at least 2 reasons for your choice.

(d) SLCO is not a block structured language, but it still has the notion of scoping.
What is a block structured language? What is meant by scoping?

(e) What library function does ATL offer to remove double elements for a set?
Give an ATL specification that does not use this library function.

4. Basic technology

(a) Why is LR parsing more powerful than LL parsing?

(b) What is a right sentential form?

Consider the following context-free grammar:

1. P ”$” → Start
2. ”b” D ” : ”S ”e” → P
3. D ”, ” D → D
4. ”d” → D
5. S ”; ” S → S
6. ”s” → S

An example of a string generated by this grammar is:

• b d , d : s ; s e $

(c) Determine the first and follow sets for each of the nonterminals.

(d) Compute the itemsets and the shift transitions. Draw the action and goto ta-
bles.

(e) What will happen if you parse the input string b d : s ; s ; s e $
and explain why.

Grading of exercises

1 a 10 2 a 10 3 a 10 4 a 10
b 20 b 10 b 10 b 10
c 10 c 10 c 10 c 10
d 20 d 20 d 10 d 20

e 20 e 10
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